USP or ESP?
… do your customers buy for rational or
emotional reasons?
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USP? ESP? What’s the difference?
The Rational
The USP – or Unique Selling Proposition – is a well-established business concept.
It defines the reason why someone should buy from you, and not from a
competitor.
It isn’t a slogan or strapline (although these things should certainly reflect your
USP). Rather, it is a tool to help you focus on what your business is about – from
your customers’ perspective. As such, it looks at the benefits you offer, rather than
the features of your product. You should be able to sum up your USP in one
sentence.
A USP is based on rational benefits of your product or service and should have, not
surprisingly, three key qualities:
1.

It should be a way in which your product, service or business is different to
anything offered by your competitors and should be difficult for those
competitors to imitate. That is, it should be UNIQUE.

2.

It should be something that is valued by your customers – because something
that is different just for the sake of being different will not give them a reason to
buy. That is, it should SELL.

3.

It should make a clear statement of benefits to the customer, if they buy your
product. That is, it should have a PROPOSITION.

Whilst that might sound like a statement of the obvious so often a supposed USP is
anything but unique, able to sell, or offering a clear proposition. Without these three
facets, the all-too-common danger is that your USP communicates something that is
samey, lacking in desirability and woolly.
But the dictionary definition of “unique” is “being the only one of its kind; without an
equal or equivalent.” So how many businesses can claim to offer something that is
truly “unique”?
The fact is that it is increasingly difficult to find a USP that really is the only one of its
kind. So how can you give your customers a compelling reason to buy from you and
not the competition?
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The Emotional
Look instead to the more complex reasons why people choose to buy. Few
purchases are made purely on a rational basis; the majority, and not just “impulse
buys”, have a strong emotional element. Whether the purchase is an aspirational
one (Charles Revlon once said, “We don’t sell make-up, we sell dreams”) or one
made to ease frustration and make life easier, emotion is an inextricable part of the
decision.
If you can define the emotional triggers that prompt a person to buy then you can
define your ESP or Emotional Selling Proposition. An ESP gives you a number of
competitive advantages:


The ESP gives personality and energy to your business.



It provides emotional benefits to your customers and the basis for a more
meaningful and long-lasting customer relationship than any that will be built on
purely rational grounds.



The subtleties of the ESP are much harder for the competition to copy than
rational product features.



It provides a basis for briefing a designer to develop a corporate identity that
says something meaningful to your customers, that stands out from the
competition and that will last over time.



It gives you scope to communicate a holistic emotional experience through the
way you present company visually, through the tone of voice you use, and
through the way you interact with your customers.

As companies become more sophisticated in their marketing and as more and more
start to define their USPs/ESPs more precisely, the more difficult it will become to
define what it is that really makes you different.
In truth, the likelihood is that your Selling Proposition will more complex – but not
more complicated: an intelligent combination of both rational and emotional benefits
that will provide your customers with the reason to choose you over your competition.
Clarity Marketing Ltd. provides marketing planning services to small and medium
sized businesses. If you would like some help developing your marketing plan,
contact us on 0115 964 8222 or enquiries@clarity-in-communication.com.
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